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Abstract: The defining equations for the global element method [5], applied to the solution of (linear or nonlinear)
elliptic partial differential equations, are most efficiently solved using an iterative scheme. It has been shown
previously 161 that for a calculation in two dimensions, the operation count of such a scheme is O( MN4) wherM is
the number of elements and N the size of the expansion used to approximate the solution in each element. This
operation count results partly from the need to multiply an MN2 vector by an MN2 x MN2 matrix to form the
residual vector at each iteration. We demonstrate here how the residual can be computed with the improved operation
count of @(MN2 In N): an additional advantage of the new scheme is that t e f&l diagonal blocks of the coefficient
matrix need not be assembled.
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1. Introduction
The Global Element Method (GEM) as described by Delves and Hall [5] is a scheme for
finding a numerical solution to the second order linear elliptic partial differenti~ equation
-v&S+) vu(x)+~(x)u(n)3-~(x).vu(x)=~(x), .XER, (l-1)
subject to a suitable set of boundary conditions. The p~losophy behind the method is to
subdivide the region R into a small number of subregions, or elements, and to use a bilinear
blending function map (see Gordon and Hall [7]) to transform each element onto the reference
square ((x, y): - 1 6 X, y d I}. Within the k th subregion, the solution U(X) of (1.1) is
approximated by a linear combination of expansion functions and, in terms of the mapped
coordinates, is denoted by U&x, y).
Delves and Phillips [6] indicate how the GEM may be implemented in a way which
considerably reduces its cost. Writing Uk(x, u) as
N - 3  N - 3
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where the h,‘s are a set of one-dimensional polynomial basis functions and the ujT)‘s are the
expansion coefficients, the choice
h_Jx) = 1; h_,(x) =x; h,(x) = (1 - x”)~(x>,i 3 0 (I-3)
(where 7;(x) is the i th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind) leads to a scheme with an
operation count of order MN4, where M is the number of elements, as opposed to order MN6
which might otherwise be expected. Besides the choice of the basis functions, the use of Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques is of crucial importance in reducing the overheads.
Using a variational formulation of (l.l), the expansion coefficients are computed as the
solution to the matrix equation
Xa=[A+B+C+S]a=G+H (1.4)
where A, B, C and S are M X M block matrices, each block being of size N2 x N 2 and a, G,
and H are confor~ng block vectors. (See [6] for the structure of A, B, S, G and H for the case
Q’(x) = 0; the extension of the method to advective problems (and hence the form of the matrix
C) is considered by Cook, Delves and Phillips 131.)
In (1.4) the matrix X is block sparse, block k-l being non-null only if there is an interface
between elements k and 1. Moreover, the off-diagonal blocks, which appear only in S, are of low
block rank and, in order to keep the operation count down to order A4N4, the solution scheme
proposed by Delves and Philips avoids setting up the complete matrix X explicitly and assembles
the diagonal blocks only. The solution to (1.4) may then be obtained using an iterative technique
which also has an operation count of order MN4. This iterative scheme requires that the residual
rtZ] = G + ff - X&l (I-5)
be calculated at each iteration, where aIZi defines the current appro~mation.
1.1. Nonlinear problems and the GEM
Nonlinear problems may be handled by the GEM by solving a variational formulation of a
linearised version of (l.l), such as
-vL+‘Zl(x), -r) gu’z+“(X) +.!2?(&‘(x), x)u’Z+1’(x)
+ %Q( .t=l( x), x) * vu[=+11(x) = q&y& x), x E R,
leading to the system of equations
Xtzi,trl = ($“I + H[zl _ Xtzl,tzf = +i (1.6)
where ,[zl = .[r+tl _ .tzi and the additional superscripts indicate that the matrices A, B, C and
S and the vectors G and H have been evaluated in terms of the latest approximation { Uk[“:
1 < k < M}. Using this scheme, the residual vector ,tZ1 needs to be calculated at each iteration
and the process halted when some suitable condition such as
]I et’] ]I < eps
is satisfied where eps is ome predefined accuracy criterion and 11. II is a chosen norm.
It is well known that simple iteration can be a very slow process and may, in fact, fail to
converge at all, Newton’s Method, however, gives quadratic convergence and will always find the
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root provided a sufficiently accurate initial approximation is taken. Implementing Newton’s
Method in a piece of general purpose software requires the user, quite unreasonably, to supply a
number of derivatives. Such considerations lead to the idea of employing a quasi-Newton
approach and Cook and Phillips [2] describe such a scheme for the GEM. This scheme also
requires the evaluation of the residual vector r ’] at each iteration. The efficient evaluation of ,[‘I
is, therefore, important for both linear and nonlinear problems.
In this paper we describe a method based on the use of FFT techniques (and of the detailed
structure of the matrices, A, B, C and S) for evaluating the residual vector rLzl defined by (1.6)
or (1.5). The method, which effectively multiplies an MN2 vector by an MN*  x MN2 matrix
containing order A4 full N2 x N* blocks has the very low operation count of order MN2 In N
and the additional advantage that it does not require the assembly of any of the N2 x N2 blocks
of the coefficient matrix; an implementation incorporating the method should therefore have
considerably reduced residual calculation times for large N. The basic trick involved is quite
simple; it is outlined in Section 2. Its detailed application is less simple. In Section 3 we outline
the mathematical background for handling the volume integrals which give rise to the matrices,
A, B and C. The matrix S arises from boundary terms and these are dealt with in Section 4.
Section 5 considers the numerical performance of the algorithms given in this paper and details
the importance of this work in relation to the development of the computer package GEM2 (see
PI).
2. A model problem
We introduce the basic ideas behind the technique by considering (part of) a simple
one-dimensional problem of the form
- &?d(x)&(x) + .qx)u(x) + c(x) y$ = q-4 -l<xgl
subject to suitable boundary conditions whose form is not relevant here. We introduce the
truncated Chebyshev series for u(x)
u(x) = u,(x) = ft q(x).
j=O
Then a Galerkin algorithm with the ‘natural’ weight w(x) = (1 - 2)-112 will compute the
vector a as the solution of a set of equations of the form (1.4) with A4 = 1 and with the form for
the matrix B;
Introducing the Chebyshev expansion of L@(X)
9?(x) = &J.(x)
I=0
and using the product formula
TbPjW = +[T+jCx)  + +J, cx)]
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we find
Bii=:n[~i+j+b,i_.i,].
This identity is the underlying basis for the ‘Fast Assembly’ techniques described by Delves and
Phillips.
We now consider the calculation of the matrix-vector product
lJ=Ba
which forms part of a calculation of the residual. A direct calculation using the matrix B and the
vector a will involve O(N2) additions and multiplications. However, we have from (2.1)
N
vi= c Bijaj=11 s?(x)7)(x) Nc ai? dx = /lj = O -1 i/l- j=(J
~‘(4UNb)Tb) dx
(2.2)
- 1 67 .
Now suppose we have available the coefficients in the expansion
MU, = &$q(x).
i=O
Then from (2.2) we have immediately
vi = +Tr&.
The coefficients pi: i = 0, 1,. . . , N can be computed by multiplying the Chebyshev series ( bi) fo
?t?( x) and ( ai) for U,(x), both of which will already be available. The numerical techniques in
[6] truncate the series { bi} after b, so that only two series each of length N + 1 need be
multiplied together; this can be done in O(N In N) operations using FFT techniques (see [4]).
Thus, we compute the (N + 1) X (N + 1) matrix-vector product Ba in O( N In N) rather than
O( N2) operations; furthermore, the matrix B need not be stored.
In Sections 3 and 4 we give the somewhat messy detail required to apply this trick to the GEM
in two dimensions. The additional complications come from the following.
(a) The multi-dimensional nature of the problem.
(b) The use of the underlying one-dimensional basis (1.3) rather than a straightforward
Chebyshev basis. (This set is required to simplify the treatment of the derivative terms which we
have carefully not mentioned in the model calculation of this section.)
(c) The use of the weight factor w(x) = 1 rather than w(x) = (1 - x*)-~/~. The use of this
weight stems from the variational principle used in [5].)
(d) The presence of the boundary conditions S; these are treated in Section 4.
In addition we must take cognizance of the fact that we do not in practice calculate exact
Chebyshev coefficients, but rather use FFT techniques to approximate these.
3. The volume integrals
In this section we consider the contributions to the residual vector from the volume integrals
of the LZ?, ~8 and V terms in (1.1) over each element. In order to develop the mathematical
theory we consider first the construction of the matrix Brzl in (1.6) and, for simplicity, omit the
possible explicit dependence of this matrix on the most recently computed approximate solution
(which, in element k, is defined by the expansion coefficients u k)).
3.1. The C&term
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Now (see [6]) the matrix B is block-diagonal with block k-k of the form
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-2<p, q ,  Y, s<N-3, l<k<M,
where the function Bk( x, y) represents .%‘(x) evaluated inside element k but with an additional
Jacobian factor stemming from the mapping of that subregion onto the reference square. (Note
that B,, is an N X N matrix of N X N matrices.) Hence, there is a contribution to the k th block
of the residual vector from a B-term of the form
N - 3  N - 3
(P))py= c c uLJpqrse. (3.2)
I= -2 s= -2
Consider the matrix { j$$“~ ‘12): 0 <,p, q G PQ} whose entries are the coefficients in a
(truncated) Chebyshev series for the function
p(yx, y) = (I - ~‘)~“(l -L.~)~‘~&(x, Y>~,(-G Y>,
(3.3)
Then,
(l/2, l/2) = 4 1 1P
(1 - ~‘)~“(l -Y~)~“&(x, Y>&(x, Y)T,(x)T,(Y)
P4 n2 SJ dx dy- 1  - 1 (1 - “2)1’2(1 _$)1’2
and substituting (1.2) into this expression gives
N - 3  N - 3
P
U/2,1/2) = 4 l l
P4
71 2 j j- 1 - 1
B,(x, Y)T,(x)T,(Y)  c 1 a!?hrbMy) dx dy
r= -2 s= -2
N - 3  N - 3
= c B/A-? Y>T,(X>T,(Y>h,(X>h,(Y)  dx dY.
r= -2 SE -2
Now, from (3.1) and (3.2) we wish to form
N - 3  N - 3
(ria))pq =  c c @jl j1 h,(x>h,(y>h,(x)h,(y>B,(x, Y) dx dy
f-= -2 s= -2 - 1  - 1
and so, for p and q < 0, we have
N - 3  N - 3
(dg))pq =  c c 4: j;l jI17E+2(X)Ty+2(Y)h,(X)h~(Y)Bi(x:  Y> dx dY
r= -2 SE -2
7T2=- P (l/2, l/2)4 pi&q+2  ’ p<o, q<o.
Similarly, for p > 0 and q < 0 let { $‘4/‘, li2): 0 <, p, q G PQ} be the coefficients in a Chebyshev
series expansion for the function
,8(2,1)(x, y) = (1 - x2)3/2(1 - ~‘)l’~B,(x, y)U,(x, y). (3.4)
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Then
N - 3  N - 3
P
(312, l/2)  =
P4
p-z  -2 s= -2
x T,(x)T,(~hb)h,(~)  dx dye
But
N - 3  N - 3
1 -x’>T,(x>~,+,(Y)~,(x)h,(y)B,(x7 Y> dx dY
f.-2_q-2
Pa& q<o,
and so
( ri4))pq = #lT2/3~~$r’2), p >, 0, q < 0.
It follows that if { @‘4/‘~  3’2):  0 <p, q ,< PQ} are the coefficients in a Chebyshev series for the
function
@“2)(X,  y) = (1 - x2)1’2(1  -y2)3’2Bk(X,  y)u,(x, y)
then
($@)),,  = +lT2@/&?), p < 0, q >, 0,
whilst if { /3p(3q/‘,  3/2): 0 < p, q ,< PQ} are the expansion coefficients for the function
(3.5)
then
p(2,2yx, y) = (1 -x2)3/2(1 -y2)3’2Bk(X,  y)L&,  Y>
( rj*))pq  = $Tr2/3‘$‘2,3’2), p >, 0, q > 0.
(3 4
Hence, in order to calculate the contribution to the residual vector from a B-term in element
k, all that we need to do is to form a truncated Chebyshev series for the functions p(‘,j)(  x, y) as
defined by equations (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6). This may be done directly by evaluating
/3(iSj)(x, y) at an appropriate set of grid points and employing FFT techniques, or indirectly by
converting (1.2) into a true Chebyshev series and making use of three modules,
(a) given the Chebyshev series of two two-dimensional functions calculates the Chebyshev
series of the product function:
(b) given the Chebyshev series of a two-dimensional function calculates the Chebyshev series
of (1 - x2)i12  (or (1 -Y~)~/~)  times that function;
(c) given the Chebyshev series of a two-dimensional function calculates the Chebyshev series
of (1 - x2) (or (1 -y2)) times that function.
(It is more efficient (and more accurate) to have a separate routine for (c) rather than to perform
operation (b) twice.) An algorithm for performing the first operation (in one dimension with an
operation count of order N2 In N) may be found in [4]. Operations (b) and (c) are described in
161.
3.2. The d-term
The contributions to the residual vector from the JZ? term in (1.1) can be evaluated using
similar techniques but are rather more complicated. Following the work of Delves and Phillips
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we find that A is a block diagonal matrix with k-k block of the form
where, once again, we need to allow for the transformation map onto the reference square in
defining A,(x, y).
There are, therefore, four separate contributions to the residual vector. They may be derived in
a manner analogous to that outlined for the 9%term above and are as follows:
(i) Contributions from ( Ak)ll( x, y), ( ridll))p4. Form a truncated Chebyshev series for each of
the functions
&(x, y) = (1 -~‘)~‘~(l -y’)“‘(AJ&, y,; U,(x, Y),
cd2)(x, y) = (1 -~‘)l’~(l -y’)“‘(A,),,(x, y,; u,(x, Y>,
with coefficients
( (Y(~‘~,~‘~): 0 <p, 4 < PQ)P4 and ( (Y:?,~/~): 0 <p, q < PQ)
respectively. Then, proceeding as before we find that
(rL41))pq= 0, Vq, p  = -2 ;
2
=
1
a7 ao,q+2 U/2,1/2)
2
4<0,
p=-l*  >
=
1
7i=
2
ao,q (i/2,3/2) > 42 0, :
= h2[(P- G,,-;,,,+2(lj2  V2) -  ( p + 2)C$$;lq/:$], q < 0,
=~~‘[(p-2)ay’d’_2;3i:2:-(p+2)Olj,l!::~’2)]:q>o, pao.1
(ii) Contributions from ( Ak) 22( x, y), ( ridz2))pq. From symmetry, it immediately follows that if
1
&/W2): 0 <
P4 ,p, q < PQ] and ( QI:~,~/~): 0 up, q < PQ)
are the coefficients in truncated Chebyshev series expansions for the functions
G(x, y) = (1 - x2)l”(1 -Y~)“~(A&(x> I+&, u,(x, Y)>
ac2)(x, y) = (1 -x2)3/2@ -y’)“‘(A,),,(x~ v)&G(x, Y),
then
(rid22))pq=0, Vp, q =  - 2 ;
= 1 2 (l/2,1/2)
4T ap+2,0  > P<O
=
1 2
(3/2,1/2)0 ap,o > P>Oo,:
q=-1.
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(iii) Contributions from (A,),,, ( rj42))pq. Using symmetry, ( ri42))pq is given as for ( i41))py
but the functions (u(‘)(x, y) and ac2)(x, y) are given by
&)(x, y) = (1 - x2)1’2(1 -y2)(2J-1)‘2(Ak)12(X, Y)&k(X, Y), j = 1, 2.
(iv) Contributions from ( LI~)*~(x, y), ( rk(dl))pq. Using symmetry, (rAhl))pq is given as for
(r~“Q”‘),, but with
.(A(,, y) = (1 _ x2)(2J-1)/2(1 -y2)1’2(4)2,(X, Y)$ G(x, Y)> j = 1, 2.
Clearly, as with the &?-term, we could compute the Chebyshev series directly or make use of an
additional module which
(d) given the Chebyshev series of a two-dimensional function calculates the Chebyshev series
of the partial derivative of the function with respect to x (or y).
A routine for first derivatives may be found in Broucke [l] (in one dimension).
3.3. The F-term
Finally in this section we consider the contributions to the residual vector from an advective
term, 9?. Making use of the results of Cook, Delves and Phillips [3] we find that C is a block
diagonal matrix with k-k block of the form
Gdpqrs = lJJ_, ;lhp(x)hq(y)C,(x, Y>
and hence we have the following two contributions to rk.
(i) Contributions from (Ck)l(x, y), (ri’gl)),,. Let
c UP,
((2i-1)/20-  1)/2)  : 0 G p, 4 G pQ)
be the coefficients in a truncated Chebyshev series for the function
y(i,j)(x,  y) = (1 -x2)(21-1)/2(1 -y2)(2j-1)'2(Ck)l(~, y)&Uk(x, y>, 1 <L&2-
Then,
( riwl))py= 47  1 2 Yp+2,q+2, (l/2.1/2)
1= 4=2 Yp+2.q u/2,3/2)
>
1=372 Yp,q+2 (3/2.1/2)
>
2  (3,‘2.3,‘2)= $71 Y,, >
(ii) Contributions from (C,) 2( x,
for (C,),( x, y) but with
p<o, q<o;
p<o, q>o;
pao, q<o;
pao, 420.
Y>, (r,?2)>pq.The results for this term are the same as those
y(i’j)(x, Y) = (1 - _~~)(~~-~)‘~(l -Y~)@-~)‘~(C~)~(X, y)& 17,(x, y ) , 1 < i, j < 2.
A scheme for evaluating those contributions to the residual vector arising from the presence of
sp, 9? and $9 terms in (1.1) is now almost complete; we have yet to evaluate terms involving the
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matrix S whose components result from the imposition of boundary conditions. In every case we
have been able to make use of identities associated with Chebyshev series expansions. Ap-
propriate values for the parameter PQ together with other practical aspects of the implementa-
tion of this scheme are considered in Section 5. We now turn our attention to the terms
stemming from the matrix S.
4. The line integrals
The matrix S in (1.4) is block sparse with block k-l being non-null only if elements k and 1
share a common boundary. These off-diagonal blocks correspond to line integrals involving the
interface conditions whilst the diagonal blocks arise from the sum of terms of this form and line
integrals involving Dirichlet and mixed boundary conditions. (Neumann boundary conditions do
not contribute to the coefficient matrix at all). We consider each of these contributions, 6S, in
turn.
4.1. Dirichlet boundary conditions
Making use of the notation employed by Delves and Phillips we have the following contribu-
tion to the k-k diagonal block of the coefficient matrix arising from a Dirichlet boundary
conditionalongasidemappedontoanx=w=fl(~=1,a=2)ory=w=+1(~=2,a=1)
side of the reference square in element k.
W>“4W,>,qrs={ h&-4h;i(4 +h+)h,(w)}f h,(z)h,(+L(z) dz
+h~~~~h~~~~jj~~h.il)h;ilI + hb~z~h,~z~) 4KA4 dz
(4.1)
where
ff=q, p=p, y=s, 6=r, r=l;
ff=p ,  p=q, y=r, 6=s, r=2;
and
a”&> =
i
x&J~ 4, r=l,
&JZ> a>, 7 = 2,
with a similar definition for a”,,(z). Here A” is a suitably transformed version of the operator
d(x) in (1.1).
Consider first the term
(Dl)pqrs =ha(~)h;(~)~~~h.(z)h,(z)~~,(-) dz
and, in turn, pairs of opposite sides of the reference square, that is the case (r, w) = (1, f 1)
followed by (r, o) = (2, f 1). Then we have the following.
(i) For a Dirichlet boundary condition along a side corresponding to (r, w) = (1, k 1)
(Dl)pqrs =h,(w)h:(~)~~~h,(z)h,(i)K,,(w, z) dz
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and, noting that (- 1)“w = w, the contribution to the kth block of the residual vector, r,, which
we denote riD1) is given by
N - 3  N - 3
and hence we need consider only the contributions to the first two rows of rk.
Now let {(Ye(2j-1)/2* 0 < q G Q} (j = 1, 2) be the coefficients in a Chebyshev series for the.
function
(4.4
truncated after Q terms. Then
2
a(2j-1)/* = _
4
77
J
1 (1 -y2y1)‘*~21(~, J+& 4h Y)qY)
- 1 (1 -
y*)l’* dY
and hence
N - 3  N - 3
~,I(,, Y)  c c h:(dk(y)a!,k)~,(y)  dy
J.= -2 SE -2
N - 3  N - 3
=  c c ~j:‘+4/-~l(l  -Y2)‘-122”21(~?  YMY)T,(Y) dY
r= -2 SE -2
(riDl))py = 0 p>-O, Qq,
zz $M.dh,(w)a~~;), p<o, q<o, (4.3)
= :lTrwh,(w)a~‘*), p < 0, q >, 0.
(ii) For a Dirichlet boundary condition along a side corresponding to the case (7, w) = (2, AZ 1)
we set
,(A(,) = (1 - x*)(*J-l)/*L&,(x, bJ)b,(x, cd), j= 1,2
aY
and then, since ( - 1)“~ = - w, we have
( riD1))pq = 0, 420,  QP,
= - :mh,(w)a;$;‘, q<o,  P<O, (4.5)
=-+Trwh,(w)cyf’2),q < 0, p 2 0.
Having established the principle, it is a fairly straightforward process to see how to handle the
remaining terms. For contributions to the residual vector arising from the term
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we replace the x-partial derivative of Uk(w, y) in (4.2) and the y-partial derivative of i&(x, w)
in (4.4) by &(a, y) and U,(x, w) respectively. Results (4.3) and (4.5) then carry over in a
slightly modified form, taking account of the fact that now we have hk( o) and hk(w) in place of
h,,(w) and hJ w) respectively. For the term
(D3)pqrs =ha(w)hs(~)~~lh,(Z)h:(-)d,,(z) dz
the results (4.3) and (4.5) again apply provided that the x- and y-partial derivatives in (4.2) and
(4.4) are changed to y- and x-partial derivatives respectively and i,,7 is replaced by Aa,.
The fourth and final term
is somewhat different from the rest and requires special treatment. Again, we consider the
contributions from a term of this form along pairs of opposite sides of the reference square.
(i) (7, w) = (1, + 1); gives rise to a contribution riD4) of the form
( ijDd))py = 0, 4= - 2 ,  VP,
= &rwh,( co) af’2), q= -1> VP,
= ~~Whp(W)[(q-2)(Y~~~)l,-(q+2)(Y::/:)], 4200, Vp
w h e r e  {aq .u/2). 0 d q G Q} is a truncated Chebyshev series for the function
a(y) = (1 -Y2y2a22(w Y>q&, Y>.
(ii) (7, 0) = (2, * 1); set
a(x) = (1 - x2)1’2K22(x, w)U,(x, GJ)
and then
(I-ADQ = 0, p =  - 22 Qq,
=-&rrwh,(w)af’*), p =  - 1 > vq,
= -aawh4(w)[(p-2)(u/‘,/_2:, -(p+2)+‘;‘], ~20, Vq.
Before leaving Dirichlet boundary conditions, we have an additional component to consider if
the advective term q(x) in (1.1) is non-zero. From the work of Cook, Delves and Phillips [3] we
have that
(-l>“~@&),,,S =ho(~)hs(o)~~lh,(z)h,(z)~~(z) dz
where ZO is defined in an analogous manner to G,,. Hence, result (4.3) applies with
a’j’(y) = (1 _y:)(2i-r)j2*c+> Y)Q(% Y>> j= 1,2
and, also, result (4.5) applies with
,(i,(,) = (1 - x2)(2/-r)/2-cr(x, +&(x9 a>, j= 1, 2.
(4.6)
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4.2. Interface conditions
We now turn our attention to the interface conditions which impose an implicit match on
solutions within adjoining elements across the common boundary. We consider the diagonal and
off-diagonal blocks of S separately.
(i) Diagonal blocks. Fo11owing [6] and Cook, Delves and Phillips [3] we have immediately that
SS,, = $SS,, (Dirichlet)
that is, for an internal boundary condition in element k, the contribution to the k-k diagonal
block of S is just one half of what it would have been had a Dirichlet boundary condition been
imposed along that side instead. Hence, we can make use of the results of section 4.1.
(ii) Off-diagonal blocks. Again, following the work of Delves and Phillips [6] and Cook, Delves
and Phillips [3] we have that if elements k and 1 share a common interface then
(4.7)
Here, we have had to append a k or 1, where appropriate, to each of (Y, ,B, y, 8, 7, u and w in
order to indicate within which element each term is to be evaluated. It is fairly clear that the
matrix defined by (4.7) is the sum of those given in (4.1) and (4.6) apart from a few, relatively
minor, differences. It follows, therefore, that the contributions to the residual vector associated
with the off-diagonal blocks of the matrix S may be computed in the manner outlined in section
4.1; all that we need to do is to keep careful track of within which element each term is to be
evaluated. For example, the first term in (4.7) will give rise to contributions of the form (4.3) or
(4.5). Suppose r/, = r, = 1; then the contribution to r, from the first term in (4.7) is given by (4.3)
with w = wk provided that we set w = w, in (4.2).
4.3. Mixed boundary conditions
Finally we turn our attention to the effect of mixed boundary conditions on the computation
of the residual vector. Suppose that along one of the sides of element k we have a mixed
boundary condition of the form
(d(x) vu(x)) *n(x) = Q,(+(x) + Q,b>.
Then, once again making use of the work of Delves and Phillips [6], we find that
(&)pqrs =
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where
and 0,(x, y) is a suitably transformed version of the function Q,(x). Then, it is clear that a
slightly modified version of result (4.3) applies here also namely
( Tk(“))pq = 0, P>,O, v’4,
= :dz, ( 0) c&‘, P<O, 4<0,
= +idz&+x~‘*), p  < 0 ,  q> 0 ,
with
&‘(y) = (1 +)(2iPi)/*Q,(o, Y>&(W, Y), j= I, 2.
Further, a similarly modified version of (4.5) applies, namely
( rk(“))py = 0, 4>-0, VP,
= :dz,(w)cy$y;‘,4<0, P<O,
= +lrhq( w)a;‘2), q < 0, p > 0
with
,(A(,) = (1 _ x2)(21-1)/20,(x, ~)Uk(X, a>, j= 1,2.
5. An example
The algorithm outlined in the previous sections is relatively simple in principle but com-
plicated in detail. It computes the MN* residual vectorrtzl in cO( MN 2 In N) operations rather
than the 0(MN4) operations required by a straightforward matrix-vector multiplication, even
when allowing for the block sparsity of the coefficient matrix X = A + B + C + S and the low
rank of the matrix S. In addition its use avoids the need to assemble (at a cost of 0(A4N4)
operations), and to store, X. For large A4 and/or N it should therefore lead to considerable
savings in both time and storage; for small N it is likely to be slower than the straightforward
approach and the interesting question is ‘where is the crossover point?’
We demonstrate the performance of the scheme by considering the linear problem
v*u=o
defined on the rectangular region
R= {(x, y): - 1 <x<l;O<y<l)
(see Fig. 1) with the boundary condition
u = r4 sin(48) + r5 sin(50)
imposed on i3R. We choose to subdivide the region into two elements by introducing the element
boundary ((0, y): 0 <y < l} and submit this problem to the computer package GEM2 (see [S]).
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Fig. 1. The problem domain.
1
The iterative solution technique described in [6] has not yet been implemented and currently
GEM2 solves the matrix equation (1.4) using block Gauss elimination. After one iteration the
computed solution should give a residual vector consisting of zeros (to machine accuracy) only,
and the coded version of the method of this paper does this. We list, in Table 1, timings for the
new approach as well as those associated with the conventional direct computation of the
residual. Note that there is a jump in the final column of Table 1 between N = 6 and N = 7. This
jump is due to the algorithm used in GEM2 to determine the length, P, of the underlying FFT
algorithms used. This length is automatically adjusted with N to keep truncation errors low, but
only in powers of 2. GEM2 works with Chebyshev expansions of size P + 1 in ach coordinate
direction where P = 2k >, N + 2 and k is the first integer for which the inequality holds; for
N = 7 the series length, P, jumps from 8 to 16 when this strategy is used. The results indicate
that the time taken to evaluate the residual vector by the new method is dominated by the time
taken within the FFT modules. We expect these timings to grow only slowly for values of
N = 11, 12, 13, 14 (see Fig. 2) and then anticipate a further jump.
It is obvious from the table that, for N < 10, the ‘slow’ (O( N4)) method is much faster than
the ‘fast’ (O( N2 In N)) method, if the residual calculation is considered in isolation. However,
the ‘slow’ method requires also the assembly of the coefficient matrix; the relative costs of this
depend on the particular context in which the calculation is performed, and we distinguish two
extreme cases:
Table1
Timings (in milliseconds) on an ICL 2960 for residual calculation and matrix set-up
N P
3 8
4 8
5 8
6 8
7 16
8 16
9 16
10 16
Residual calculation Matrix
direct method (T,) set-up (T,)
81 755
143 2239
268 5423
498 11240
851 20130
1400 34444
2179 55 485
3264 83 310
Tt + G
836
2382
5691
11738
20 981
3.5 844
57 664
86 574
Residual calculation
U( N2 In N) method (T,)
6705
6814
6941
7259
31489
32042
32 770
33 394
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7 0 T1 + T2
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Fig. 2. Timings (in milliseconds) on an ICL 2960.
Case I: Linear problems requiring many iterations for convergence. Then the matrix need be
assembled only once, and the assembly costs are negligible. The residual calculation times Tt and
T3 should be compared directly. Fitting the results of Table 1 to the forms CN4 (direct 0(N4)
method) and DN* In N (O( N* In N) method) we estimate that the ‘fast’ method will be
quicker for N >, 40 - 45 (!).
Case 2. Nonlinear problems. For these problems we assume that the matrix is recalculated at
each iteration (although some iterative schemes will recalculate less often). Then, since the full
matrix need not be assembled using the ‘fast’ method, we should compare T3 with Tl + T2 in
Table 1, and the ‘fast’ method is faster for N > 7.
These comparisons are of course very crude. They depend strongly on the particular imple-
mentation involved in producing Table 1; and on the model problem chosen. (They would be
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more favourable to the ‘fast’ method if we had chosen to subdivide the region into more
elements.) However, they are sufficient to show the trend as N increases and the considerable
reduction in operation count, from O( N4) to O( IV* In N), ensures that the savings are large for
‘large’ problems, as is indicated by the slope of the graphs in Fig. 2. Equally important in
practice are the space savings made by avoiding the need to assemble the full matrix.
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